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CREATING AN EVENT WITH YOUR GUESTS IN MIND
Together Sabrena Deal of S Carter Studios and Liz Cook of Sincerely, Liz: Photography have experienced countless wed-

dings, and attention to detail (including observing guests at weddings!) is their specialty. Here are a few ideas they have 

for making your guests feel comfortable at your event.

PLANNING AHEAD

1. Pick your date – Consider time of year (use fans for summer or have blankets available for an outdoor, fall wedding), 

and possibly schedule around a long holiday weekend to allow for traveling. 

2. Create a wedding website – Include mini bios on you, your futures spouse and your bridal party. Listing attractions, 

restaurants and directions on the site allows for guests to find these things easily.

3. Consider a first look – This allows for one on one time before the wedding, and minimizes photos in between the 

ceremony and reception.

4. Inform your guests – Provide signage and maps for your guests to minimize confusion. 

PERSONALIZING DETAILS

1. Have thoughtful favors – Consider providing a favor that your guests will think of as a special treat.

2. Provide story starters – Decorate with things that are meaningful to you as a couple. This can be incorporated in 

table numbers and even centerpiece décor.

3. Create meaningful décor – If close family is deceased or unable to make it, honor them in some way. Photos, candles 

or having their favorite song played in remembrance can have a profound effect.

INCORPORATING ACTIVITIES

1. Pick a venue that offers activities – Carriage rides, a playground for underage guests or even rowboats on a river can 

provide a unique experience.

2. Have a unique guest book – Signing your engagement book, writing a note on a Polaroid taken at the reception, 

leaving their fingerprint on a drawn tree or signing something meaningful (a vase, guitar, snowboard or something else) 

adds a fun touch of something for you to keep out in your home. 

3. Incorporate games – Sidewalk chalk for kids along with corn hole, croquet and other lawn games offers unique 

memories for guests. A photo booth is also a fun addition!

4. Have fun with food – Food stations and create-your-own stations add to the fun. Think a baked potato bar, crab 

cracking station or a sundae bar.

5. Create a children’s area – Have kid friendly snacks along with activities just for them. Even consider hiring a sitter to 

handle the kids in a special area so that adults can enjoy their time. 

6. Give a toast – Thank guests for coming during toast time.


